Christian Kaiser
I WOULD DESCRIBE MY BACKGROUND AS…
very solid. With 30 years of experience in various sectors, company
sizes and positions I am primed with universal economic knowledge
and have humanly matured.
I can show more than 18 years of experience as managing director
in handicraft enterprises, industrial establishments trading
companies; during my time as head of international marketing and
sales in the segments of mechanical engineering, sports equipment
and timber industries I discovered different cultures, company
philosophies and all the highs and lows of life as a manager.

OTHERS SAY ABOUT ME …
that I am good at listening.
that I radiate calm.
that I bring topics to the point and can bring
about solutions by consensus.
that I have a good dry sense of humour
that I am 100% reliable, that I am a sportsman
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that I focus when working and stick to the issue at hand.
that I can also enjoy life.

I ...
was born in the Innviertel and am pleased that after studying in
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Vienna I was able to make this area my centre of vital interest.
Together with my wife who is a qualified teacher for Vocational
Education and Training Colleges and works at the city’s after-school
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centre, we are blessed to be able to accompany three sons and one
daughter on their way into life. With my large circle of friends I
share the passion for a mindful life, nature, sports and the beautiful
things in life; within the realm of my possibilities I am active in the
social, ecological and cultural sector.

I HAVE LEARNT A LOT …
as Sales Manager at the sports equipment company SALOMON in
Salzburg, As Managing Director of the carpentry and flooring
company FOX HOLZ and of ORTIG Dach & Wand.

METHODS

as Division Manager International Marketing & Sales at the floor
manufacturer “tilo”.
at the Sport-Eybl subsidiary “Sportversand Skyrex” in Edt/Lambach.
since 2012 as “passionate enterprise developer” with companies like

Training
Business Coaching

ENERGIE AG, FH OÖ, Team 7, Schachinger Logistik, ESIM
Chemicals etc.

OTHER THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT ME ARE ...
that each year I climb 3 to 5 new summits in my home country Upper Austria.
that I am socially active (Lions Club Ried) and function as secretary of a club for sustainable
lifestyle in the Innviertel (www.nachhaltig-im-innviertel.at).
that for the last 21 years, together with 8 boyhood mates, I have been enjoying an annual bicycle
tour of the Mediterranean.

